Topics by Level for 2017 Michigan China Quiz Bowl
(for middle school and high school levels)

Level One Topics
1. Greetings and leave-taking
2. Expressing gratitude/apology
3. Having pets
4. Introduction
5. Wh-words (interrogatives)
6. Numbers (0-100)
7. General measure words
8. Family Members
9. Likes & Dislikes
10. Pronouns
11. Asking about someone’s origin/ nationality/ language
12. Occupations
13. Time/ Days/ Months/ Dates
14. Hobbies
15. Colors

Level Two Topics (includes topics from level one)
1. Food & beverages
2. Clothing
3. Asking for directions
4. Weather/seasons
5. Describing others
6. Transportation
7. School and Classes
8. Giving and receiving
9. Expressing desire
10. Invitation
11. Sports
12. Expressing opinion/compliments
13. Equal and unequal comparisons
14. Birthday Party
15. Asking for price
Level Three Topics (includes topics from levels one and two)
1. Shopping
2. Ordering food at a restaurant
3. Homes and furniture
4. Asking about what someone is doing
5. Going to the doctors/ pharmacy
6. Body parts
7. Expressing prohibition/ cooperation
8. Chinese zodiac
9. Offering assistance
10. Chinese and American holidays
11. Making a telephone call
12. Stationery items
13. Dating
14. Geographic landforms (mountains, rivers, lakes, oceans, etc.)
15. Travel

Level Four Topics (includes topics from levels one, two and three)
1. Preparing food
2. Internet and computer
3. Changing money/at a bank
4. Reserving a room/check in at a hotel
5. Sending letters and e-mails
6. At the airport
7. Advanced counting words
8. Conjunctions
9. Passive voice: 被/让
10. Personality Traits